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Abstract 

 

In the earlier days scheduling the class is very difficult to the management and the teaching staff to maintain all the documents of 

each student. Moreover the main challenging phase of the programmer is present the modern way of smart classes therefore it may 

take more time to programmer to analyse the problem. To introduce a new approach Smart Class which means the way of 

conducting class is smart way to provide flexibility and takes less time and produce more concept. Finalization should be done 

within a less time and higher frequency strategy.       
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The department scheduling service has been considered as most challenging factor for the students teaching staff and educational 

programmer. Now a days most of the scenario they followed the manual process to conduct organization, schools or institution, 

but the increasing complexity creates more burden to the department to solve the classroom problems. Different kinds of factor 

including like students, timing lecture, classroom may leads to break the department to developed. From the decades institution 

following the theoretical process to give students as their department approach so by using smart class it can convert to practical 

process in a crucial manner. 

II. PROJECT STATEMENT 

 

The troubled look of smart classes include various activity in a different manner forced into it. Attendance Management System 

leads a smart class role to the department to avoid the manual process work and it can calculate automatically percentage criteria 

depending upon the requirement of the university. Online maintenance of data should not be done and there is no access to the 

user, student, admin, others. 

Department scheduled manual document for teacher for taking the attendance manually and there is higher chance to loss of 

data. The main disadvantage of classroom scheduling service is to parent can’t keep track their child unknown about their activities. 

III. SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEM 

As per past schedule the classroom followed a manual process so that it create more burden to the department so by using the smart 

class technique it can introduce a new approach for smart class taking a attendance in smart phone instead of doing document, it 

can also calculate attendance automatically as per institutions curriculum. By using the smart class approach we can publish notice 

in an android application so that everyone can easily aware of coming instruction,, if a conflict appears e.g. no added obtainable 

classrooms, or no further accessible time slots, the scheduling process wants to revolve formerly to preceding solutions, in such 

case we by using service oriented architecture(SOA) we can resolve the conflict to provide one teacher at a one separate classroom  

so that no teacher can show at a time. It also gives the fixed number of seats in a classrooms that only required student can allocate 

the during one session. By using scheduling method can resolve this conflict to arrange number of student and required classroom. 
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IV. PROPOSED PLAN 

Our classroom scheduling algorithm is primary segment with respect to the scheduling process and utilize a greedy algorithm for 

the smart class which produces report ie. Content based smart class which is applicable for both even/odd semester. Our main step 

taken from the different contribution from the client for example administrator, user, semester, teacher rundown list in addition to 

the requirements of department instruction. In addition to that online document should be stores and Java & database used to store 

document. 

The proposed framework is utilize to produce smart class consequently. This guarantees the accompanying highlights as: 

Easier way to take attendance by using android application. 

Easier subject personnel task 

Facilities of notice publication 

Capacity of classroom each faculty should be assigned 

User well-disposed ie. Less demanding to use everybody 

Internal, Semester marks and placement activities. 

 
Fig. 1: Systematic view of Smart Class 

 

The systematic view of smart class is stated in the figure 1 which describe the view of how proposed system is working in our 

project. 

V. METHODOLOGY 

The strategy utilized as a part of this application empowers us to approach Evolutionary Algorithms. Developmental Algorithms 

are a class of immediate, probabilistic inquiry and advancement calculations got from the model of natural development. A Genetic 

Algorithm (GA) is a sort of EA and is viewed just like the most generally known EA as of late. A GA contrasts from other hunt 

systems in the accompanying ways: GAs upgrades the tradeoff between investigating new focuses in the pursuit space and 

investigating the data found hitherto. GAs is randomized calculations, in that they utilize administrators whose outcomes are 

administered by likelihood in the nature. The outcomes for such tasks depend on the estimation of an arbitrary number age.   

GA was joined with a heuristic particular insatiable calculation to exploit the worldwide hunt of attainable arrangements and 

particular strategy effectiveness in neighbourhood arrangement improvement. This approach brought about an ideal arrangement. 

Thus, a portion of the requirements can be viewed as takes after: 

A trainer cannot teach two subjects at a time. 

Department should upload the notification using android application. 

Lecture can handle at one subject per class 

Attendance should be generated online need not to be manual process. 

Subject X requisite gain right so-and-so hours both weeks. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this venture we utilized Java as frontend and MYSQL as backend. We face difficulties and ran over number of troubles to get 

all stuffs and product but at the end the enormous challenges made us strong to solve these issue. We can assure that this project 

will use our schools and colleges and also use as a open source product. Finally we have tested and examine this project and we 
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handover this project to the department for the future use and reduces the institution time to get their desire results. The main 

benefit of this way to deal the enhancing the answering for smart class are evident. 

VII. FUTURE SCOPE 

Student Attendance. 

Calculating student eligibility criteria. 

Notice Publication. 

To arrange the classroom based on number of student. 

Internal & External marks or placement activities. 

Parents can keep track their student via android application. 

To give the highlights of their interior task comes about giving the furthermore studies. 

Multimedia facilities. 
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